On-Demand Interpreters

With our professional interpreting services, you can take control and elevate your hearings to the next level.

- Access to high-quality interpreter services
- Our legal interpreters bridge the communication gap and keep your proceedings running smoothly
- Ensuring accurate and efficient communication

Book the right interpreter for your case

We provide carefully vetted interpreters with expertise in challenging subject matters. Our consultants can help you choose the best interpreting solution to meet your objectives. We’ll assign a linguist within your time zone to avoid after-hours rates. You can review and approve the proposed interpreter’s CV ahead of time. Choose between consecutive interpreting or real-time simultaneous interpreting, where participants can dial in to the language channel they wish to listen to during the proceedings. Contact us to book a professional legal interpreter.

Pricing

**Category 1 – FIGS**

*Rates apply to the following languages: French, Italian, German, and Spanish*

- Consecutive Interpreter $1,160/day
- Simultaneous Interpreter $1,300/day
- Overtime or outside business hours $220/hr

**Category 2 – CJK**

*Rates apply to the following languages: Chinese, Japanese, and Korean*

- Consecutive Interpreter $1,350/day
- Simultaneous Interpreter $1,450/day
- Overtime or outside business hours $220/hr

Considerations:
1. Service requires a virtual hosting package (Hosted or Hosted + Exhibit Presentation)
2. Pricing for specialized or complex language subjects may differ
3. For simultaneous interpreting assignments, a team of two interpreters is required.